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Abstract. A •nodel of mantle convectionwhich generatesplate tectonicsrequires
strain rate- or stress-dependentrheology in order to produce strong platelike flows

with weak marginsas well as strike-slipdeformationand plate spin (i.e., toroidM
motion). ttere, we exnploya simple model of source-sinkdriven surfaceflow •o
determine the form of such a theology that is appropriate for Earth's present-day
plate motions. In this model, lithosphericmotion is treated as shallow layer flow
driven by sourcesand sinkswhich correspondto spreadingcentersand subduction
zones,respectively.The source-sinkfield is derivedfi'om the horizontaldivergence
of plate velocities and thus directly prescribespoloidal •notion. The toroidal
fioxvfield is solved through the non-NewtonianStokesequat.ion for shallow la.yer
tangential flow on the surface of a sphere. Two plate motion models a.re used
to derive the source-sinkfield. The first is an idealized "square" plate which is
used to explore the basic aspectsof the model. The secondis an analytica,lly

continuousmodelof Earth's present-dayplates(Bercoviciand Wessel,1994). As
originallyimpliedin the simplerCartesianversionof this model (Bercovici,1993),
the classicalpower law rheologiesdo not generateplatelike flows as well as the
hypotheticalWhitehead-Gansstick-sliprheology(whichincorporatesa simpleselflubricationmechanism).For the idealizedplate geontetry,the powerla.wrheologies
yield muchmorediffusestrike-slipshear(i.e., radial vorticity)than the stick-slip
rheology. For the present-dayplate geometry,the power law rheologiesfail to
reproducethe original proportion of left- and right-lateral strike-slipshear, whereas
the stick-slip rheologygives almost exactly the right proportion. None of the
fluid theologiesexamined, however,producemore than approximately 60% of the
original maxitnumshear. For either plate model, the viscosityfieldsproducedby the
power law rheologiesare diffuse,and the viscositylows over strike-slipshearzones
or pseudo-margins
are not as small as over the prescribedconvergent-divergent
margins.In contra,st,the stick-sliprheologygeneratesvery platelikeviscosityfields,
with sharp gradientsat the plate boundaries,and marginswith almostuniformly
low viscosity.Quantitative comparisons
with lhe toroidal-poloidalkinetic energy
partitioning and vorticity fieldsof the original plate model are alsoexamined,a.nd
the stick-sliprheologyis generallyfound to yield the most favorablecomparisons.
Powerlaw rheologieswith high viscositycontrasts,however,lead to almostequally
favorablecomparisons,though thesealso yield the least platelike viscosityfields.
This impliesthat the magnitudeof toroidalflow and platelikestrengthdistributions
are not necessarilyrelated and thus may present independentconstraintson the
determinationof a.self-consistent
plate-mantletheology.The resultsof this study,
however,predict that if sucha rheologycan indeedbe uniquelydetermined,it is
likely to be in the classof stick-slip,self-l•brica.tingtheologies.
Introduction

'1'oeach field, convection yields a unique enigma, e.g.,
the Great Red Spot in the atmospheric circulation of
The physicsof thermal convectionprovidesone of the Jupitcr, or the generation of magnetic fields in stelmostprevalentunderlyingprinciplesof atmospheric,as- lar and planetary interiors. For convection in the solid
trophysical,oceanographic,and geophysicaldynamics. mantle of Earth, perhaps the greatest enigma is plate
tectonics itself. Since the plates circulate through the
mantle, they are necessarily part of thc overall conCopyright1995by thoAmericanGeophysical
Union.
vective flow, and their surface motion represents the
horizontal
planform of some form of thermal convecPaper number94IB02598.
0148-0227/95/94IB-02598505.00
tion. Howevcr, the plates are nothing like basic fluid2013
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dynamical convectiveflow. Narrow spreadingzonesoccur where there are no upwellingcurrentsto forcethem

rived from the plates' divergent-convergentmotion and
thus representspreadingcentersand subductionzones,
open [Lachenbruch,
1976]. Downwellings
are asymmet- respectively.The theologieswe examine are not limited
rical such that only one side of a convergentzone sinks to classicalmantle-silicaterheologies[e.g., Weertman

[e.g., Gurnis and ttager, 1988;King and [lager, 1990]. and Wcertman,1975; Ranalli, 1987] sincewe wish to
Deformation is almost entirely focusedin narrow bands,
while the majority of the flow field is composedof nearly

describe platelike behavior and not just mantle creep;
it is also unlikely that the en•pirically derived silicate

rigid blocks[e.g., [/Veinstein
and Olson,1992]. Finally, theologiesare sufficientto obtainplate behavior[Christhere is the generationof an apparentlysuperfluousflow
field. A large part of the motion at Earth's surface

tenscn and Ilarder, 1991; Wcinstein and Olson, 1992;

Bercovici,1993].
This paper is the cmnpanionstudy to an earlier paper
involvesconvergenceand divergence(called poloidal
flow) and is commonto all classicalformsof convec- which examined this problem with an idealized Cartetion. It is associatedwith upwellingsand downwellings sian model [Bcrcovici,1993]. Here, we presentthe
and provides the mechanismthrough which gravita- spherical version of the model and incorporate presenttional energy (or heat) is released. However,an al- day motions of Earth's tectonic plates.
most equal a.mount of motion is generatedwhich is unseenin most forms of thermal convectionand seemingly Theory
accomplisheslittle apart from dissipatingenergy; this
motion is called toroidal flow and representsstrike-slip
The essence of the non-Newtonian
source sink model
shearand plate spin [Hager and O'Conneil,1978,1979, with consideration for model assumptionsis discussed
1981; I(aula, 1980; Kaula and Williams, 1983; Forte by Bercovici[1993]. We summarizethe salientpoints
and Peltlet, 1987; Gable et al., 1991; O'Connell et al., here which are necessaryfor development,of the spher199]; Olsonand Bercovici,1991]
ical model.
These enigmatic features of the plate tectonicform of
mantle convectionare typically assumedto arise from Kinematics
Earth's complicated deformation mechanisms,i.e., theThe theory only allows horizontal motions within a
ology [Kaula, 1980]. Indeed, as the flowingmantle bethin
sphericalfluid (lithospheric)layer. The horizontal
comesa tectonic plate, it goesfrom displayinglargely
fluid behavior

to nonfluid behavior such as both contin-

uous(plastic)and discontinuous
(brittle) failure. The
rifting of the surface at spreadingcentersis most probably forcedby subductingslabsat great distancesand
this requiresnearly rigid stressguides. Moreover, the

existenceof toroidal motion in the mantle's creeping
style of convection is only mathematically assuredin
fluid wldch allowslateral variationsin viscosity[e.g.,
Chandrasekhor, 1961; Kaula, 1980; Uhristensen and

liarder, 1991].
To obtain a unified theory of plate tectonicsand mantie convection, it is of primary importance to determine
a plate-mantle rheology which allows plate tectonicsto
arise self-consistentlyfrom a convectingmantle. Given

velocity field is divided into its poloidal and toroidal
componentsthrough a ttehnholtz relation

t'n - Vu4) + I7 x (•f)

where'vn - (0, t,o,re) is the horizontalvelocityvector,

'r100'rsin0
VH_(0
0 1 0½5
0)

(2)

is the horizontal gra.dient, (I>is the poloidal scalar po-

tcntial,and •6 is the toroidalvectorpotential(• is the
unit normalin the radial direction). As always,r, •, and

d are spherical coordinates, i.e., radius, colatitude, and
longitude. 1torizontal flow is driven by a field of sources
the very nature of plates (with strong,slowlydeform- and sinks, i.e., a prescribed horizontal divergencefield
ing interiorsand weak,rapidly deformingmargins),the D = Vn-v•. The poloidal potential is thus determined
strength or viscosity of the plate-mantle material must by the sourcc-sinkfield via Poisson'sequation
be dependent on the deformation rate and hence the
•72
o.
(3)
velocity field. Candidate rheologieshave either viscosi-

ties dependenton temperature (which,throughconvec- The fluid is assumedincoInpressible
(i.e., V.E -- 0,
tion, is itselfa nonlinearfunctionof velocity)and/or are wherev is the completevelocityvector),and although
non-Newtonian wherein viscosityis explicitly stress- or vertical velocity v• is itself assumednegligible in the
strain rate-dependent.
layer, we still require that its vertical gradient is
In this paper, we seek the rheology •vhich interacts
with the so-called convectivepart of the plate velocity
= -o
(4)
field,the divergentor poloidalfield,to yield (1) the non-

convective
or toroidal(strike-slipandspin)fieldand (2)
platelikestrength(or viscosity)distributions.Our the- which is used in the second strain rate invariant, for the
oretical•nodelis composedof a shallowfluid layer (the non-Newtonianviscosity. Equation (4) simply states
lithosphere)driven by sourcesand sinks;theseare de-

that there is mass ejection and injection through the
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bottom boundaryof the layer (assumingthe top is impermeable), to or from the underlyingmedium. Itmvever, it is important to note that v• is only truly negligible if the fluid layer is infinitesimally thin.

Dynamics: The Toroidal Equation
The only aspect of the horizontal flow not prescribed

by the source-sink
field is the toroidal motion (or, alternatively, the radial vorticiiy). For this flow field we
use the Stokesflow equation with variable viscosity

0 - -VP + vV•"v_
+ 2v•/. 6_.
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Rheology

Most mantle dynamic studiesemployinga non-Newtonian rheology use a basic pseudo-plastic, i.e., power
law or Ostwald-de Wade theology. As suggestedby

Bcrcovici[[993], sucha theologymay not be sufficient
to generateplate tectonic type flowsand self-lubrication
mechanisms(i.e., whereinflow resistance,not just viscosity,candecrease
with addedstrainrate) arepossibly
important. (Indeed, the main purposeof this paper is
to test whether this suggestionapplies to realistic plate

(5) tectonicmotions.) To describeboth pseudo-plasticity
and self-lubrication, we use a simplified form of the Car-

whereP is the nonhydrostaticpressure(the hydrostatic reau equation[Bird ½tal., 1987]
pressure gradient having cancelled with gravitational
V- (7+ •.2)«(•/•-•)
body threes),•/is dynamicviscosity,and

1(V_v
+[Vv]
•)

(6) where

is the strain rate tensor. The fluid layer is asstunedto be
bounded above and below by relatively inviscid media

(seeBercovici[•9931•b• discussion
of this assumption).
These boundariesare thus assumedfree-slip and as the
layer is shallow, vertical shear stressesare assumedzero

acrossthe layer; therefore,throughoutthe layer [Chandrasekhar,t961]

-

+

+

- m,,)

(10)

(ll)

is the second strain rate invariant, and the strain rate
elements

are

cot
0•-•
q-sin2
Oq•
2, O0Oq•
si-•0 (12)
O,I:,
1002,I:
•o,- cotO•-•00•2+ 000&
si--•--•0
•'
O•+ sin2
10u•
02(•I
, ) + •1L2

(t3)
In obtaining (11), we have usedthe fact that the raThis condition is used to prescribe radial derivatives
of horizontal velocity and also implies that horizontal
divergenceD and radial vorticity

dial and colatitudinal normal strain rates are •rr = -D

sary to determine the toroidal potential; this is the ra-

thus the minirotan viscosity is always approximately

and a00= D- •, and by (7) the verticalshearrates
•0 and • are zero. The powerlaw indexis n, and the
constant^/simplydeterminesa maximumviscosity(i.e.,
2
•,,,.- i.. V x v--Vu•
(8) precludessingularitiesin the viscosityfield) for eachn.
, l /• - •)
The maxilnumviscosityis thus7•(
Sincethe
are independent of r. Only a single equation is neccss- maxinmmstrainrate is O(l), then max(•.
•) m 2 and

dial vorticity equation,i.e., L" Vx of (5). After evalu- (v + 2)«(•/•-•)
ating this equation at. the sphere's surface r - R and
When n > 0, (10) describesthe basicpowerlaw rheol•tondi•nensionalizing
V and Vu by l/R.; D, w• and e_' ogy; dilatancy occursfor 0 < n < 1, Newtonian flow for
by Dmax- maxIDI; v_by RDmax;(I) and ß by R2Dmax; n - 1 and pseudo-plasticity for n > 1. For n < 0, selfand tl by a referenceviscosityr/o,we obtain (after some lubricatingtheologiesoccurbecausefor •. > v/-n7, the
manipulationand useof (7))
flow resistance2r/• (actually,the squareroot of the second deviatoricstressinvariant)decreases
with increas+ v.x v.(2ing strain rate (Figure 1). We call the self-lubricating
+
v x (v. 5) (9) theologywith n = -1 the Whitehead-Gans(WG) theologyasit wasproposedby Whiteheadaud Gans[1974]

whereL2 - _•7•t; notethat radialderivatives
areelim- to be a continuum model of stick-slip behavior.
Figure I showsstressand viscosityversusstrain rate
inatedthrough(7), leadingto thefactorsof L2- 2. The
last term on the left sideof (9) canbe reduced,and portions involvingfirst order derivativesin r/can be combined with the secondand third terms (seethe Cartesian analogof Bercovici[1993]). However,for computational purposes, this term is treated somewhat differently, as discussedbelow. Note that without horizontal

variationsin viscosity,(9) is a homogeneous
equationin
½; as the domain is naturally periodic, this would only
yield a null solution in •.

for the WG and several power law rheologies. In this
study we considerpower law rheologiesup to n = 21 to
demonstrate asymptotic behavior. The viscosity plot in
Figure 1 showsthe WG and the n = 21 caseswith 7 adjusted such that they have identical maximum viscosities and similar minimum viscosities. Although these
two caseshave comparable viscosity contrasts, the dissimilarity between their viscosity curves plays a crucial
role in the problem of [)late generation.
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Figure 1. Constitutiverelationsfor variousrheologies.(top) Stressa - 2• versusstrainrate
• for powerlaw (PL) and Whitehead-Gans
stick-slip(WG) rheologies;
stressfor the powerlaw
(PL) casesare multipliedby 20. (bottom)Viscosity• versus• for the rangeof strainratesover
whict• most of the viscosity variation occurs in the PL cases.
Solution

Method

whereYt"' is a normalizedsphericalharmonicfunction
of degreel and order m and D?,w?, 4>}",•? and •/•"

To solve(9), we first separateviscosityinto constant are the spherical harmonic transforms of D, wr,rI', •

and variable terms, i.e.,

andrf. By definition
of a spherical
harmonic,
LuY•
• =
(14)

/(/+1)• "•. The toroidalequation(9)can thusbe transformed

to

where r/maxis the maximum viscosity.This separation
schemehas been shownto facilitate nmnericalstability Vx qq+
[Christensenand Harder, 1991]. An approximatesolu+ v,,/x
tion to (9) is obtainedwith a spectraltransformtechnique similar to that of Glatzmaicr[1984]. D,
q•, and r/' are representedby sphericalharmonicseries;

v,[(2 -

-

1

v,,/.

%,[(2-

+ 27.
Vx(V,'.
•)}15
•*d(cos
O)d& (16)

(D, w,.,•, •, r/') •

+l

(•5)
/=0

m=-l

from whicheach•" can be solvedalgebraically.The
rigtitsideof (16) is evaluatedby fastFouriertransforms
and Gaussianquadrature[Glatzmaicv,1984].Equation
(16) couldalsobe solvedwith a purelyspectral-Galerkin
approach using Wigner-3j or Clebsch-Gordansymbols
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Rotation

It is irnportantto note that the solutionsto (16) for
the
sphericallysymmetrictoroidal mode (1 - 0) and
tion of the flow field and thus the strain rate elements
the
net
rotation modes(1 - 1) are indeterminate.The
and viscositymustbe calculatedin the physical(0, •5)
sphericallysy•nmetricmodeis indeedmeaningless.The
domain.

viscosityitselfis a nonlinear(usuallyirrational)func-

The calculationof the nonlinearterms on the rigtit
sideof (16) deserves
sotnediscussion.
The spectralrepresentationis usedto facilitate evaluationof derivatives;

net rotation modesclearly cannot appear in terms pro-

portional
to La-2 (orl(l+ 1)-2) •ndcannotcontribute
to any of the strain rate elements, and hence have no

e.g.,L• = y]•,• 1(1+ 1)•}n• m. Derivatives
in q5are eftfeeton viscosity(as expected). Thus net rotation
straightforward
(e.g.,0q'/0•b= Y•.t,•imrlJ'•}]
'•) andFor cannot be obtained with this model, suggestingthat

derivativesin 0 weusethe recursionrelation[seeWash- horizontal normal stressesin the lithosphere,such as
ridge-pushor slab-pull(whichthe source-sink
formulaingtonand Parkinson,1986]
tion essentiallymodels,kinematically),cannotgenerate

sin0 O0

= l•+•Y•.q_*•
-(1 + 1)•'•Yz"__• (17)

net lithospheric motion. This supports the hypothesis

that net rotation comesfrom underlyingmantle trac-

tions[O'Connellet al., 1991;Ricardet al., 1991].

where

Regardlessof physicalimplicationsfor the lack of net
rotation in the model, we are still forced to assumea
The fourth term of the integrandon the right side of no-net-rotation frame of reference. Indeed, the rate of
(16)requires
a slightlymoreelaborate
treatment[Glatz- net rotation in Earth's lithosphere is reference frame
dependcut; hencc its relevanceis unclear. It has been
maier, 1984]. VVeexpressthis term as
suggestedthat the no-net-rotationflame is a viable ref-

½}•
- •l4•
2_m
2

(18)

10O0
0 (sin
20g)Of
2f-.
Vx(Vr/.•)- sin
O•b (19)
wilere

(s,f)

sin 0

+

erenceframe [Minster et al., 1974; Lithgow-Bertelloni
et al., 1993],thoughit doestend to artificiallyremove
•nuchof the spin vorticity extant in largeplates (especially the Pacific)[Be',•oviciand Wessel,1994]. Here
we adopt the no-net-rotation fi'ame out of necessity;we
can only state that it is a physically plausible frame but

Oq'
that suggestionsabout the importance of net rotation
sin
065 •o4,)]. (20)
10Oq'(•½,O,
D-

are by no means implied.
Results

Given the recursionrelation (17), then

In this sectionwe examine model results (arising
from the solutionof the toroidalequation(9)) for var-

ious source-sinkfields and theologies.In each casethe
source-sink
field is D- Vn. •, where•(0, •) is the ve(2•) locity field of a plate motion model. We examine two
(1+ l)½•'g•_t- le}_•igz'•l
- imf[n
plate models' one for an idealizedrectangularplate,
whereg• andf/• arethespherical
harmonictransforms the other for Earth's present-dayplates. In each case
the radial vorticity of the plate model O• - •. V x •
of f and g.
is
Equation (16) is solvediterativelyuntil • achieves known. Our qualitativediagnosticsare (1) the fluid
velocityfield (co•npa.red
to the platevelocityfield), (2)
reasonableconvergence.The convergenceerror is

•' V X (Vr]''•)}5 m*d(COsO)d(•
--

the fluid vorticityfieldw• - L2• (compared
to the

Y]t,•I•1•(j) - •}•(J-1)12
where j implies the iteration number. Convergenceis
assurned when e reaches a nmnber which is << 1. For

plate vorticity &•), and (3) the fluid viscosityfield •.
Our quantitative diagnosticsare the toroidal-poloidal
kinetic energy ratio

KEr/KEp
l(1+1)l?l=

(23)

cases with relatively low viscosity contrasts between
weak and strong fl•fid, convergence
is readily attained

(wherekineticenergyis essentially
usedhereasa meansquare
velocity)
and
vorticity
deviation
(or mean-square
with e < 10-v. However,
for caseswith largeviscosity
misfit)
contrasts(of order 1000),convergence
is •noredifficult
to achieve
andthe minimume is asmuchas O(10-s).
Thus the high viscosity contrast casesmust be inter-

IWI= '

(24)

preted with some caution. The minimum value of ½will

The kinetic energyratio KE•/KEp

be denotedin the captionsto relevant figures.

partitioning between toroidal and poloidal flow fields

measuresenergy

2018
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ticity deviation containsboth a comparisonof the net
powerin the vorticity fieldswr and &r, as well as the

s(x,
Xo,
b,d)-

spatial correlation between each field. The successof

tanh( x-xø+b
d
a )-tanh(•-•ø-6)

2tanh(b/d) . (28)

the fluid modelliesin its abilityto reproduce
the plate
The parameter fi is the plate half width in the latitu-

model'skinetic energyratio
i

dinaldirection;to makethe plate "square"(i.e., have
marginsof equalarclength)the half widthin the longi-

2

(25)

tudinal direction is fi/cos/•. The parameter5 is the
plate margin half width. The angular speed of the
and to generatea srnallf• (e.g:,f• - 0 impliesperfect plate W is chosensuchthat the maximumD is unity.

reproduction
of the originalplatemodel).In all cases, q"hisidealized plate model is constructedso that each
contpa.risons
to the plate model velocityand vorticity plate edgeis uniquely identified with either toroidal or
fields are in a no-net-rotation

poloidal •notion.

reference frame.

Figure2 shows
velocity(•), horizontal
divergence
(D)
(i.e.,thesource-sink
function)
andradialvorticity

All the numericalsolutionspresentedhere are calculated with the spherical-harmonicseries truncated a.t

for this plate modelwith particularchoicesof fi and 5.
The background
flow oppositeto the plate motionap-

/max- 170;the physicalgrid (onwhichnonlinear
terms
are calculatedand transformed)correspondingly
has
512longitudinal
by 256colatitudinal
gridpoints.(The
relationbetween/maxand the numberof grid points
is prescribedto reducealiasingeffects;see Glatzmaiev
[1984].) The adequacyof the numericalresolutionis

pears becausethe velocity is shownin a no-net-rotation

frameof reference.It is worthnotingtha.t eventhough
the plate is contrivedto be "square",the maximumvorvelocity

testedby examiningI<ET/KE_p and f• as/maxincreases
(for 85 _</max_<25.5)for the mostnon-Newtonian
solutions (in particular, the WG and n- 21 powerlaw
theologies)and both plate models;thesequantitiesare
sufficientlyindependentof truncation at /m•x -- 170 to
insureadequatenumericalresolution. Powerspectra

---

for the numerical solutions are also examined and a,re

foundto fall off between7 and 8 ordersof magnitude,
alsoindicatingthat the solutions
arewellresolved
(see
below).
Idealized

Pla•e

Motions

The model presentedin this paper employscontin-

uum theoryand hencerequiresa contimmus
(or more
specificallyan analyticallydifferentiable)
source-sink
fieldD. Asin theworkbyBercovici
[1993]andBercovici
and Wesscl[1994],we representplate geometries
with
analyticallycontinuousshape[unctions.The velocity
field of a singlemoving plate is

vorticit••--

x s(o,
where W is the angular velocityvector of the plate
about its Euler pole and _Ris the positionvector of a
pointon the plate. The functionS is the sha.
pe function
of the plate; it is I insidethe plate, 0 far outsidethe
plate,and transitionssmoothlyfrom I to 0 at the plate
margins.In this subsectionwe simply usethe "rectan-

gular"plategeometryof Bercoviciand Wessel[1994]
in whichW - Wœ (where• pointsfrom the sphere's Figure 2. Velocity,horizontaldivergence,and radial
vorticity for the "square"plate modelwith fi = 45ø and
centerto the northgeographic
pole),__R-3, and

5)

COS/••

5 = 2ø. The maximumdimensionless
velocityis 0.0514;
minimum and maximum divergenceare -t-1; minimum

and maximum vorticity are 4-0.7425. Contour interval
(27)for
both divergenceand vorticity is 0.3
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n=-I

Figure 3. Velocityfieldsfor variousnon-Newtonian
flowsdrivenby the source-sink
field(i.e., the
horizontaldivergence)
fromFigure2. Powerlaw indicesareindicated.All casesarefor 7 = 10-a
The ma.xirnumvelocity for the n = 1, 3, 21, and -1 casesare 0.0415, 0.0430, 0.0441, and 0.0470,
respectively. The minimum valuesof the convergenceerror e for the Newtontan and the power

lawcases
(• > 1) sitown
arelessthan10-7;fortheWG case(r, = --l) themin(e)= 6.5x 10-6.
ticity is significantlylessthan the maximumdivergence,, ever, the contrast acrossthe strike-slipmargins appears
unlike that of a square plate in a Cartesian geometry fairly equal amongst,all cases. Most notable is that the
[seeOlsonand Bcrcot,
ici, 1991;Bercoviciand W½ss½l,sourceand sink maiutain dipolar flow (i.e., •nonopolar
199l].
divergenceor convergence
at the cornersof the plate)
Velocity. The velocityfields (v) [or a few non- for the power law cases, even up to n = 21; however,
Newtontan flows are shown in Figure 3 ; these sam- the dipole effect is largely eliminated in the XVG case.
ple tl•e full range of power-lawindices,from Newtontan
Radial vorticity.
Figure d showsradial vort.icil.y
(n: 1), to mantle-like(n: 3) to extreme(, = 21). ov• for the same non-Newtonian cases as in Figure 3
Also displayedis the flow field with the WG stick-slip (w• = 0 for tim Newtontancase). There is little diftheology('n = -1). In the casesshown,7 = 10-a
ference in vorticity between the two power-law cases
yielding a high-viscositycontrast for n = -l, but not (n = 3 and n = 21) in either the shapeof the field or
for the power law cases.High viscositycontrastpower amplitude(the n: 21 vorticityfield has sliglttlylarger
law cases are discussed later.
extrema). The WG (n = -1) theologyis quite distinct
The most dramatic difference in velocity occurs be- from tim power-law cases,producing narrower, more intween the purely irrotational Newtonian flow field and tensebandsof vorticity(or strike-slipshear)reminiscent
the non-Ncwtonianfields;differencesamongstthe non- of the originalplate's vorticity (seeFigure 2). The exNewtonian flow fields are in fact fairly subtle. The max- trema for all three casesoccur at the cornersof the plate
imum velocityoccursfor the WG (n = -1) caseand is (or endsof the sourceand sink),howeverthe WG case
91% of the maximum '__5;
yet this maximum is not so maintains some additionally complex structure which
differentfrom the otherfluid dynamicalcases(eventhe acts to eliminate dipolaf flow at the corners. The maxNewtonian one has a maximum velocity which is 81% imum c•,.for the WG rheologyis 50% greater than that
of the maximu•nv_-).Stoneor the subtlequalitativedif- of the n = 21 case, though even the WG maximum
Ferences
betweenthe WG and the power law casesare vorticity is only 40% of the maximum •,
worth noting. The contrastbetweenthe background Viscosity. Figure 5 displaysthe viscosityfields for
and plate flow acrossthe convergentzonesis slightly the same non-Newtonian cases as in Figures 3 and 4.
more noticeablein the WG casethan elsewhere;how- Shading is used to indicate the viscosity lows or the
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(n- -1) casewith 7- 10-a Figure6 showsvelocity,
vorticity, and viscosityfor the solutionswith n - 5 and

n.- 2l. (The n - 5 caseis shownas it yieldsrelatively
high and low valuesof KET/KE•, and •, respectively,
asdiscussed
in the next section.)Both casesappearless
platelike than any of the previous calculations. The
velocity fields are not significantly different from the

othercases(thoughclearlyvelocityis not a very precise
diagnostic). Their vorticity fields, however,are fairly
diffuse,do not have any narrow extrema (even at the
plate corners),and are moredistributedthroughoutthe
backgroundmaterial (i.e., outsidethe originalplate)
than other cases.The viscosityfieldsshowthe largest
deviation from tile previous cases; viscosity lows are
very broad, while viscosityhighs are relatively narrow
and small, evenin tile regionof the originalplate. This
behavioris, in fact, to be expected.Figure 1 showshow,
for n - 21, •/stays of the order of 10 down to very low

strainratesfor either7- 10-a or 7- 5 x l0 -•. The
viscosity
for '),- 5 x 10-• onlyexceeds
100for • < 0.01,
whilethe entirerangeof • is between0 andO(1). Thus,
eventhoughthe casewith 7 - 5 x 10-• yieldslarge
viscositycontrasts,the high viscositiesare only attained
for a very narrow range of strain rates. Low viscosities
therefore occur for the •najority of strain rates; thus

mostof the fluid (insteadofjust the narrowmargins)is
weak. (This phenomenon
alsorelatesto the "plateness"
regimesmappedout by Weinsteinand Olson[1992]).In
contrast, the WG rheologyobtains high viscositiesfor
• < 0.5, and thus a sizeable portion of the fluid layer
is strong. This exercisesuggeststhat the differences
Figure 4. Radial vorticity fields for the three nonNewtonian casesof Figure 3. All three casesare shown between the power law and WG rheologiesobservedso
far are not simply due to different viscositycontrasts.
with the same contour interval of 0.038. The minimum
Kinetic energy partitioning and vor•ici•y deand maximum vorticities for the n - 3, 21, and -1
casesare 4-0.1488, 4-0.1774, and 4-0.2687, respectively. viation.
Figure 7a shows the toroidal-poloidal kiConvergenceerrors are discussedin Figure 3.
•etic cnergyratio I•ET/KE• (see(23)) and vorticity

deviation • (see (24)) versusn,. For n _> 1, curves
weak pseudo-margins. All rheologies show deep viscosity lows over the source and sink since the strain
rates there are largely prescribed. However, the viscosity lows along the strike-slip margins vary considerably
between the different rheologies. The power law cases
have relatively shallow viscosity lows, and in the case
of n = 3, they are not actually contiguousalong the
strike-slip margin. The viscosity low in the WG caseis
contiguousand abnost constant around the entire plate
margin, for strike-slip as well as divergent-convergent
zones. Finally, the WG rheology producesthe most
constant viscosityhighs and lows and the sharpestvis-

for both '7 - 10-a and '7 - 5 x 10-7 are shown;the
values for the WG case are also shown for compari-

son. The kinetic energy ratio for the plate model is

KET/KEp

- 0.72. The maximum KET/KEp

and

minimum •] are achieved by the WG case. The power

law rheologywith '7 - 5 x 10-7 and smalln, however, yields values of KET/KEp

and • comparable

to those of the WG case, even though it producesthe

leastplatelikeflowand viscosity
fields(seeprevioussubsectionand Figure 6). For the power law rheologies,
KET/KEp and • appearto approachasymptoticva.1ueswith increasing
n. With 7- 5 x 10-7, an increase
cositygradientsat the margins(evenfor the sourceand in n actually yields a decreasein KET/KEp and an
increase in •, i.e., an adverse effect on the generation
sink regions).
High viscosity con•ras• power law cases. To

of platelike toroidal flow.

Figure 7b showsKET/KEp and • versus'7 for the
of prescribedviscositycontrast than choiceof theology, WG (n - -1) rheology. The most plateliketoroidal
determine

whether

the results so far are more indicative

weexaminepowerlawcases(n _• 1) with-/= 5 x l0 -•'.

fieldsare clearlyobtainedfor '7 < 10-2. This occurs

With this 7, the viscositycontrast at the highestpower

because the maximum

law index (n = 21) is comparableto that for the WG

significantly
greaterthan the cutoffstrainrate of

strain

rate in the fluid must bc
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10.0

7.7

5.4

3.1

0.8

20.425

13.850

7.275

0.7OO

1000.000

750.125

500.250

250.375

-

0.500

Figure 5. Viscosity
fieldsfi>rthe threenon-Newtonian
cases
of Figures3 and4. Shading

is includedto displayviscositylows and highs;minimumand maxinmmviscosities
arc thus

indicated
on thegray-scale
bars.The contour
intervalforthe n - 3, 21, and-1 cases
are1.22,
1.75, and 66.63, respectively.

['ortheflowto become
platelike;otherwise,
the margins vergcnceD and vorticity •5• of sucha model are singuare not su•.ciently weak.

On the whole,the best quantitativereproductionof
the originalplate'storoidalfieldis attainedby the WG
casewith sufficientlysmall 7, althoughthe powerlaw
rhcology(with verysmall7) yieldscomparable
restilts
at moderatelysmall n. Neithercase,however,is close
to yieldingideal results,particularlywith •'espectto

larites. In the source-sinkmodel, D must be at least
second-orderdifferentiable. Thus classicalplate tectonic theory cannot be directly applied to our continuum model. In fact, Earth's tectonic plates are not
discontinuous;
i.e., intraplate deformationis significant
and plate margins have somefinite width. Somerefinemcnt of the plate tectonic model to accotint for mar-

f• (whichideallywouldbe 0). More desirablevalues gin widths (evencrudely)is thereforerequiredfor this

of KE•,/KEp

and f• might be obtainedwith the WG

study. We thus use the analytically continuousplate

rheology
and7 < 10-4,but thisispresently
beyond
the model of Bercoviciand Wessel[1994]. In short, this
capabilityof the numericalmodel(er).
plate modcl smooths the boundariesof the presentPresent-Day

Plate Tectonic Motions

Classicalplate tectonictheory describesmotionsat

day platesand describeseachplate'sshapeand margin
thicknesswith analytically continuousfunctions analo-

gousto (28). Plate 1 showsdivergenceD and vorticity

Earth'ssurfacein ternasof independently
movingrigid 5• fbr this plate model in the no-net-rotation reference
bodies[Morgan,1968;MinsterandJordan,1978;De- frame (i.e., the 1 = 1 modesof the vorticity are reMets et al., 1990]. This yieldsdiscontinuous
changes •noved).As can be seen,the modelcapturesthe basic
in velocityat plate margins,and thus the surfacedi-

chara.cter
of the present-dayplates,thoughit tendsto
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velocity

vorticity

viscosity

33.2so
248.625

166.000

83.375

0.750

Figure 6a. Velocity,vorticity and viscosityfor the high viscositycontrastpower law cases

(i.e,. '7 - 5 x 10-7) with n - 5. The maximumvelocityis 0.0475.Minimumandmaximum
vorticitiesare :[:0.1330,vorticity contourinterva.1
is 0.027, and convergence
error e is 2 x 10-6.

reduce the curvature of plate boundaries. Velocity is
not shownin this or subsequentfigures;as the Philippine plate tendsto ovewhelmthe velocityscale,the velocity fieldsare not particularlyenlightening.Both the
divergenceand vorticity fields are normalized by the

rheologiesunderestimate the minimum vorticity, lead-

ing to the blue shift in their vorticity fields (i.e., the
zero, backgroundvorticity is shifted off the center gray

shadeinto the blueendof the colorscale).The ratio of
the magnitudes of the minimum and maximum w• for

maximumD (the valueof whichis shown).Noticethe both n = 3 and n = 21 is approximately1/2. In conminimum(negative)vorticity (corresponding
to right- trast, the original plate has a.ratio of 0.89. The WG rhelateral strike-slip)is slightlylessin magnitudetha,n the ology generates vorticity extrema with approximately
vorticity maximum. This is primarily due to the fact
that the eastern boundary of the Philippine plate is
closerto the plate's Euler pole.
The followingnon-Newtonianflowsolutionsare only

only 50% of the original plate's magnitudes.However,
it producesmore n.cgativevorticity (right-lateralslip)
than.the other rheologiesand yields a more proportion.ate distribution. The vorticity field has little if any blue
for'7= 10-a. Higherviscosity
contrast
cases
(i.e.,with shifting, and the ratio of the magnitudesof the mininmchsmaller'7) werenot obtainablewith satisfactory mum and nlaximum w• is 0.87, very close to that of
the original plate model. However, the minimum and
Radial vorticity. Plate 2 displaysw• for the same maximu•n vorticitics primarily occur along the Philipthreerheologies
of Figure4. The largestvorticityisgen- pine plate. 'Vorticity at other plate boundaries seems
erated by the n = 21 case. However,both power law to be underestimated by the power law rheologiesand
convergence.
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vorticity

- 1001.000

-

750.925

-

500.850

-

250.775

-

0.700

Figure 6b. Stoneas Figure 6a, exceptfor n - 21. The maximumvelocityis 0.0475. Minimum
and maximun•vorticitiesare -t-0.0947,vorticity contourinterval is 0.019, and e- 8.4 x 10-6.

over esti[nated by the WG rheologywith respectto the
vorticity at the PhilipI)ine plate. Nevertheless,the WG
theologyappearsto succeedbestat producingthe more
subtle strike-slip zones, such as at the South-West In-

boundary is not closedwith these rheologies.The WG
rheologysucceedsin generating a viscositylow at San
Andreas, though the viscositythere is not the minimum

dian Ridge and the RomancheFractureZone (in the
centralAtlantic).

pears closed. The WG rheologyis also more successtiff
at generating weak margins at the South-West Indian
Ridge and the Romanche Fracture Zone and thus more
efficiently closesthe Antarctic plate boundary and allows the Mid-Atlantic Ridge to be contiguous.None of
the theologiesare very successfulat closingthe South
American, African, and Arabian plates, all primarily
slow moviug plates.
An important feature of the viscosityfields is the viscosity gradientsnear margins. The powerlaw rheology
allows weakeningof material well outside of plate margins; this is especially noticable on the oce;•n side of

Viscosity.
Plate

Viscosity fields for the three casesof

2 are shown in Plate

3 .

The structure

of the

viscositylows is largely controlledby the divergence
field. The only large boundarythat hassignificantvorticity without alsohaving a great deal of divergenceis
the San Andreasfault (seePlate 1). Thus the deformation rate at most of the plate marginsis essentially
prescribedby the source-sinkfield. At the San Andreas

fault, however,the existenceof a weakmarginis dependent almost exclusivelyon the generationof vorticity.
The power law theologiesappear to fail at creating a
significant
viscositylow at this boundary(the viscosity
thereis not evenvery low, beingcloserto the maximum
viscositythan the •nininum). Thus the Pacificplate

possi.ble
value;evenso, the Pacificplate boundaryap-

the Marianas

trench and across South-East

Asia and

Indonesia.These weak zonesdo not correspondto any
regionsof intraplate deforma.tion and are thus not necessarily desirable features. In contrast, the WG rheol-
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vorticity

1001.000

750.925

500.850

250.775

0.700

Figure 6b. Salneas Figure6a, exceptfor n - 21. The maximumvelocityis 0.0475.Minimum
and ntaximumvorticitiesare +0.0947,vorticitycontourintervalis 0.019,and e = 8.4 x 10-6.

over estilnatedby the WG rheologywith respectto the
vorl.icityat the Philippine plate. Nevertheless,the WG

boundaryis not closedwith theserheologies.The WG
rhcologysucceedsin generatinga viscositylow at San
rheologyappearsto succeedbestat producingthe more Andreas, though the viscositythere is not the miniinure
subtle strike-slip zones,such as at the South-WestIn- possiblevalue;evenso, the Pacificplate boundaryapdian Ridgeand the Romanche
FractureZone(in the pearsclosed.The WG rheologyis alsomore successtiff
centralAtlantic).
at generating weak margins at the South-West Indian
Viscosity.
Viscosity fields for the three casesof l•idge and the Romanche Fracture Zone and thus more
Plate 2 are shown in Plate 3 . The structure of the
efficientlyclosesthe Antarctic plate boundaryand alviscositylowsis largely controlledby the divergence lowsthe Mid-Atlantic Ridge to be contiguous.Noneof
field. The only largeboundarythat hassignificantvor- the rheologiesare very successful
at closingthe South
ticity without alsohavinga great deal of divergence
is A•nerican, African, and Arabian plates, all primarily
the San Andreasfmdt (seePlate 1). Thus the defor- slow moviag plates.
mation rate at most of the plate marginsis essentially
An important feature of the viscosityfieldsis the visprescribed by the source-sinkfield. At the San Andreas cositygradientsnearmargins.The powerlaw rheology
fault, however,the existence
of a weakmarginis depen- allowsweakeningof material well outsideof plate mardent almostexclusivelyon tile generationof vorticity. gins; this is especially noticable on the ocean side of

The powerlaw rheologies
appearto fail at creatinga the Marianas trench and across South-East Asia and
significant
viscosity
lowat thisboundary(theviscosity Indonesia.Theseweakzonesdo not correspond
to any
thereis not evenvery low, beingcloserto the maximum regionsof intraplate deformation and are thus not necviscositythan the •nininum). Thus the Pacificplate essarilydesirablefeatures. In contrast, the WG rheol-
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Divergence
1.0000

0.2725
0.0300
-0.2125

-0.9400

Vorticity
0.9400

0.2725

+.

•'• - 0.0500
-0.1725

-0.8400

normalizedby
Din.x = 247.68Gyr-1
Plate 1. ttorizontal divergenceD and radial vorticity &r for the analytically continuousplate

model of Bcrcoviciand W½sscl[1994]. The plate inarginsarc specifiedto have a uniform400
km half width. This half width gives the best truncation error in the sphericalharmonic repre-

sentationof the platc'sdivergence
and vorticity [Bcrcoviciand W½ss½l,
1994].The colorscaleis
stretched

to enhance

structure

about

the extrema.

powerlaw (at largen) and WG cases,thoughthe value

(which, althoughsimplified,has very nearly the salne

associatewith the WG rhcologyis slightly smaller. As

power spectra as the discontinuous plate model; see

impliedby the idealized]nodeland by Bcrcovici[1993], Bcrcoviciand Wess½l[1994]) and the non-Newtonian
all powerlaw casesappearto reachan asymptoticlimit flow models are shown in Figure 9. For the flow models, the toroidal energy is largest for the WG-theology
at most l, followed sequentially by the n = 21 and n = 3
cases;all three non-Newtonian solutions, however, have
less toroidal energy than the plate model. The spectra
[e.g.,IIagcr and O'Conn½ll,1978,1979,1981;O'Conncll for tile three non-Newtonian cases mirror the plates'

in how well they can produce tectonic plates.
Kinetic energy power spectra.
The spherical
harmonic power spectra of the plate tectonic toroidal
and poloida.1kinetic energies have been well studied

½t al., 1991; Lithgow-Bcrtclloni½t al., 1993] and are

toroidalenergyspectrumreasonablywell (to 1 = 20),

known to have distinct features at low spherical harmonic degrees. The power spectra for the plate model

with solneexceptions.The power law theologiesdo not
have a local maximum at I = 2, nor a local minimum at
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0.450

0.195
0.110

0.025

-0.230
0.670

0.295
0.170
0.045

-0.330
0.450

0.135
-

:•

0.030
-0.075

-0.390

Plate 2. Radialvorticitywr for threenon-Newtonian
flowsdrivenby the divergence
(i.e.,sourcesink)fieldD from Plate 1. For all cases,3' - 10-3. The convergence
errorfor the powerlaw
casesis ½_<10-?, whilefor the WG (n - -1) case,½- 2.6x 10-5. The colorscaleisstretched
to enhance structure

about

the extrema.

I = 4 (which is one of the more prominentfeaturesof the quantity "plateness".Platenessmeasuresthe shape,
the plate model'sspectrum). While the WG theology of a plate's velocity distribution: if it has stepliketrandoes produce these features, the minimum at I = 4 is
more subtle than that of the place model.

sitions in velocity, then its plateness is unity, while
a smooth sinusoidal transition leads to null plateness.
An alternative but equally viable "plateness"criterion
Conclusions
would measurethe sharpnessof transitions in viscosity
or strength. Clearly, platenessis a desirable aspect of
"Plateness"
Versus
Toroidal
Flow
a plate tectonic type flow. Itowever, the results of this
In their study of two-dimensional non-Newtonian man- study indicate that plateness is possibly independent
tle convection,H.einsteinand Olson[1992]introduced of the magnitude of toroidal motion, another necessary
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5.4

3.1

0.8

n--21

27.000

20.425

13.850

7.275

0.700

n---1

1000.000

750.125

500.250

250.375

Plate

3.

Viscosity fields for the same non-Newtonian solutions of Plates 2. Color scale is

unstretchcd.

feature of platelike •notion. In particula,r, the high vis-

they may have little to do with one another and prob-

cositycontrastpowerlaw cases(with 7- 5 x 10-7' see ably must be attained independently. Rather than beFigure6) displayparticularlylittle pla,teness,especially ing a fi•rther obfuscation of the plate-mantle coupling
with regard to their viscosityfields. In contrast,the WG

problem, this point in fact suggeststhat "plateness"

and low viscosity
contrast('7 - 10-'3)powerlaw the- and the magnitude of toroidal motion are two indepenologiesgeneratequitehighplateness.The 7 - 5 x 10-7 dent constraints which make the problem of finding a
cases,however,yield valuesof KET/KE_p and • (par- pla.te-•nantle rheologymore well-deter•nined.
ticularly at smaller•) which are comparableto those
of the WG case and significantlymore platelike than

thoseof the•7- 10-"3powerlawcases.Thus,although

Self-Lubrication

Versus Power Law Rheologies

Bervovici[1993]suggested
that powerlaw theologies
"pl•[teness"
and toroida.1
motionwith significantmagni-- are not sufficient to allow plate tectonics to arise from
rude are desirablegoalsfor a modelof plate generation, tnantlc flow and that self-lubricatingrheologies,suchas
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KET/KEp and [2 (a.tleastcomparableto thosefor the
WG rheology),but the shapeof their flow and viscosity fields are not platelike. For power law rheologies
with low viscositycontrastthe oppositeis true (more
or less).Itowever,eventhe WG theologyreq]firessufficientlylargeviscosityconstrasts(i.e., sinall7) to yield
platelike flows. More specifically,the self-lubricating
lnechanismis most effectivewhen strain rates significant,
l)' exceedthe "cutoff"strain rate of v/-n7 and are
thus in the self-lubricating
regi•ne(seeFigure 1); for

1.0

0.2

MANTLE

the WG rheology,are necessaryto adequatelygenerate
plates. In this paper we have shownthat this suggestion
applies in a spherical coordinate system and to realistic plate geometries. None of the theologiesexaminedin
fact reproducesthe original plate modelsperfectly. Yet,
the WG stick-sliptheologygeneratesthe best combination of platelike qualities, i.e., relatively large valuesof
the kinetic energypartitioningratio KET/KEp, small
values of vorticity deviation fl and very platelike flow
and viscosityfields. Power law rheologieswith high
viscosity contrasts yield reasonably platelike values of

0.3-

0.4

FROM

1'5

strain rates beneath this value the fluid merely acts as
an extremely viscousmedium.

2'0

n

Future

Avenues

Figure 8.
Toroidal-poloidal kinetic energy ratio
The self-lubricatingtheologyemployedin this paper
K ET/KEp and vorticity deviation[q versuspower-law
is
of coursean ad hoc formulation designedto capture
index n for power-lawcases(usingthe source-sinkfield
of Plate 1). The valuesof KET/KEp for the WG case the basic nature of the stress-strain rate relation with
and K ET/KEp [br the plate n•odelare shmvnfor coin- minimum complication. Actual self-lubrication mechparison.As with PlaCes
2 and 3, 7 - 10-a for all flow anisms involve more complicated physics such as the
solulions shown. See Plate 2 for discussion of converfeedbackeffectof shearheating in fluid with temperaturegence error.
dependentviscosity[Schubertand Turcotte,1972; Yuen

o o-

'•
.E•,o

KET (WG)
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n--•ly'•_••'
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Figure 9. Sphericalharmonicpowerspectrafor toroidaland poloidalkinetic energiesfor the
plate model (thick curves)and toroidalenergyfor the non-Ncwtonian
solutions.All curvesare
normalizedby the maximum power. The 1 - i toroidal energyis addedto the non-Newtonian

curves
to preventlogarithmic
singularities.
The KEp curveshows
l(1+ 1)lq)•'•12;
theKET curve
,•hows
+ ])1;theKEr curves
all showl(1+ 1)[•}•'[•.
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and Schubert,1979]; indeedthe WG rheologycan be
derivedfrom a simplemodelof this effect[Whitehead
and Cans, 1974]. Another examplemay involvethe
lubricatingeffectof water as it is drawn (in various
manners)into plate •nargins[e.g.,Lenafdicand Kaula,
1994];this of coursehasbeenpostulatedto accountfor
Earth's uniqueform of surfacetectonics[Tozer, 1985;
Kaula,1990].A naturalavenueforworkonplategeneration is thereforeto incorporatemore physicallybased
self-lubricating
mechanisms
into a nonlinearrheology.
The source-sinkfornmlationemployedin this study
and by Bertoriel [1993] yields perhapsthe simplest
possiblernodelof toroidal flow generation(sincethe
poloidalflowis entirelyspecified).The geometryof the
sourcesand sinks, however, tends to overconstrain the

plate formationproblem;i.e., the plate geometriesare
at least50%prescribedby the source-sink
field;thusthe
formationof platesis not completelyself-deterrnined
by
the fluid dynamics. A more self-consistentformulation

(shortof accountingfor underlyingmantleflow as by
Ribe[1992]and Wei•stei• a•d Olso•[1992])wouldbe
to specify only the sink field and allow the sourcesto

be generatedfrom the poloidalequationof motion(in
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Lachenbruch, A.H., Dynamics of a passivespreadingcenter,
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particularthe radialcomponentof the momentumequation or _r.V' x V'x (5)). This is essentially
analogous
to
drivinglithosphericmotiononly with subductingslabs,
presumedto be the main sourceof gravitationalpotential energyreleasein the mantle.
If tractable, these rhealogicaland kinematic extensionsof the model(to essentiallyincorporatemoreselfconsistent
physics)will be the next stepto findinghow
plate tectonicsarisesfrom mantle dynamicsas a self- Minster, J.B., and T.H. Jordan, Present-dayplate motions,
J. Geophys. Res., 83, 5331--5354, 1978.
determined,self-organizing
structure.
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